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Synapses are intrinsically ‘noisy’ in that neurotransmitter is occasionally
released in the absence of an action potential. At inhibitory synapses, the frequency of action potential-independent release is orders of magnitude
higher than that at excitatory synapses raising speculations that it may serve
a function. Here we report that the frequency of action potential-independent
inhibitory synaptic ‘noise’ (i.e. miniature inhibitory postsynaptic currents,
mIPSCs) is highly regulated by sensory experience in visual cortex. Importantly, regulation of mIPSC frequency is so far the predominant form of
functional plasticity at inhibitory synapses in adults during the refractory
period for plasticity and is a locus of rapid non-genomic actions of oestrogen.
Models predict that regulating the frequency of mIPSCs, together with the
previously characterized synaptic scaling of miniature excitatory PSCs,
allows homeostatic maintenance of both the mean and variance of inputs to
a neuron, a necessary feature of probabilistic population codes. Furthermore,
mIPSC frequency regulation allows preservation of the temporal profile of
neural responses while homeostatically regulating the overall firing rate.
Our results suggest that the control of inhibitory ‘noise’ allows adaptive
maintenance of adult cortical function in tune with the sensory environment.
This article is part of the themed issue ‘Integrating Hebbian and
homeostatic plasticity’.
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Inhibitory synaptic transmission is critical for normal cortical functions. Indeed,
dysregulation of inhibition has been implicated in many brain dysfunctions
including mental disorders like schizophrenia [1] and autism [2]. In sensory
cortices, strengthening of the functional connectivity between inhibitory interneurons and pyramidal cells dictate the maturation of cortical function [3]. The
efficacy of inhibitory synaptic transmission can be quantified directly by recording action potential evoked inhibitory postsynaptic currents (eIPSCs), and
also often assessed indirectly by measuring parameters of action potentialindependent miniature inhibitory postsynaptic currents (mIPSCs). Changes in
mIPSC amplitude have been used as indication of postsynaptic alterations,
while mIPSC frequency changes have been attributed to altered presynaptic
function or synapse number. However, recent evidence suggests that mIPSCs
may arise from a different vesicle pool from those used for action potential
evoked release [4–10], and that these pools use distinct molecular release
machineries [6,8,9,11–13]. These observations hint at potentially independent
control of these two modes of inhibitory synaptic transmission, which may
serve different functions.
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(a) Manipulation of visual experience
Wild-type mice (C57BL6/J) were raised in a normally lighted
environment (12 L : 12 D cycle; control, NR) or dark-exposed
(DE) for the duration of 7 days initiated at postnatal day 35 (P35).
DE mice were cared for using infrared vision goggles under dim
infrared light. Some of the DE mice were taken out to the lighted
environment for 1 day (1 dL), 3 days (3 dL) or 7 days (7d L) to
study the effect of re-exposure to light. Only adult (greater than
or equal to P35) male mice were used for the experiments, including
the oestrogen studies. Exceptions are studies shown in the electronic supplementary material, figure S1 and S2, which have data
from juvenile mice (both male and female) within the critical
period for comparison (see the electronic supplementary material
for details). All animal procedures followed the guidelines of
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and were approved
by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees (IACUC)
of the University of Maryland and the Johns Hopkins University.

(b) Preparation of visual cortical slices
Each mouse was deeply anaesthetized with isoflurane vapours,
and euthanized by decapitation. The brain was rapidly removed
and immersed in ice-cold dissection buffer (in mM: 212.7 sucrose,
2.6 KCl, 1.23 NaH2PO4, 26 NaHCO3, 10 dextrose, 3 MgCl2, 1 CaCl2)
saturated with 95% O2/5% CO2 mixture. Blocks of primary visual
cortices were rapidly dissected and sectioned into 300-mm-thick
coronal slices using a Vibratome 3000 plus microslicer (Ted Pella,

(c) Whole-cell recording of miniature inhibitory
postsynaptic currents
The visual cortical slices were moved to a submersion-type recording chamber mounted on a stage of an upright microscope (E600
FN-1; Nikon, Japan) equipped with infrared oblique illumination.
mIPSCs were recorded in L2/3 pyramidal cells in the presence of
1 mM TTX, 100 mM D,L-APV and 10 mM 2,3-dihydroxy-6-nitro-7sulfamoyl-benzo[f]quinoxaline-2,3-dione (NBQX) and analysed
with the Mini Analysis programme (Synaptosoft, Decatur, GA,
USA). Intracellular recording solution that allows GABAA-R
mediated IPSCs to reverse at 0 mV [25] was used (in mM: 140
CsCl, 8 KCl, 10 EGTA, 10 HEPES and 10 QX-314 at a pH of 7.3).
Cells were held at – 80 mV to record mIPSCs using a Multiclamp
700B amplifier (Molecular Devices, Union City, CA, USA), digitized at 2 kHz by a data acquisition board (National
Instruments, Austin, TX, USA), and acquired using a custommade Igor Pro software (WaveMetrics, Lake Oswego, OR, USA).
The threshold for detecting mIPSCs was set at three times the
root mean square (RMS) noise. There was no significant difference
in RMS noise between the experimental groups ( p . 0.2). Cells
showing a negative correlation between mIPSCs amplitude and
rise time were excluded from analysis, as well as mIPSCs with
greater than 5 ms rise time, because these potentially reflect dendritic filtering. From each experiment 350– 500 consecutive
events were considered for the determination of mIPSCs frequency, but highly superimposed events constituting ‘bursts’
(more than 2 events, inter-event-interval , 10 ms) were excluded
from the measurement of amplitudes (300 non-burst events from
each cell were used for average amplitude calculations). The
decay time constant was calculated using the average of 150–200
well-isolated events. Only the cells and recording conditions that
met the following criteria were studied: Vm  265 mV at breakin, input R  200 MV, series R  25 MV. Cells were discarded if
input R or series R changed more than 15%. Junction potentials
were typically about 210 mV, and were left uncompensated.
TTX, bicuculline, D,L-APV and NBQX were purchased from
Sigma/RBI (St. Louis, MO, USA). For oestrogen experiments,
mIPSCs were recorded before and after 10 min application of
50 nM 17-b oestradiol (E2, Sigma) or selective agonists of oestrogen
receptor-a (ERa), 200 nM propylpyrazole triol (PPT, Cayman
Chemicals) or ERb, 250 nM diarylpropionitrile (DPN, Tocris). To
block acute effects of oestrogen, ERa antagonist 1,3-bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)-4-methyl-5[4-(2-piperidinylethoxy)phenol]-1H-pyrazole
dihydrochloride (MPP, Tocris) was bath applied at a concentration of 10 mM to visual cortex slices taken from DE mice. mIPSC
recordings were obtained from 10 to 55 min post-MPP incubation.

(d) Dual whole-cell recording of unitary inhibitory
postsynaptic currents
G42 mice [26] in which green fluorescent protein (GFP) is
expressed in parvalbumin (PV) interneurons were used to perform
dual whole-cell recordings. Presynaptic fast-spiking PV-interneurons were held in the current-clamp mode and their firing
properties were assessed by delivering 1000-ms depolarizing current steps (figure 2a). Postsynaptic pyramidal cells were identified
based on their morphology and electrophysiological properties,
and were recorded in voltage-clamp mode (Vh ¼ 260 mV). Unitary IPSCs (uIPSCs) were evoked at connected PV to pyramidal
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2. Material and methods

Redding, CA, USA). The slices were gently transferred to a submersion holding chamber with artificial cerebral spinal fluid
(ACSF (in mM): 124 NaCl, 5 KCl, 1.23 NaH2PO4, 26 NaHCO3,
10 dextrose, 1.5 MgCl2, 2.5 CaCl2) saturated with 95% O2/5%
CO2, and recovered at room temperature for approximately 1 h
before recording. All recordings were done at 308C.

rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org

It is well documented that eIPSCs control the timing of
neuronal firing with incoming activity [14,15], which is not
only critical for proper information processing, but also for
spike-timing dependent plasticity mechanisms [16]. While
both eIPSCs and mIPSCs could affect neuronal responses
via shunting, the potential function of action potentialindependent mIPSCs themselves has remained largely
speculative. It has been long recognized that the frequency of
mIPSCs is normally very high across many brain regions
[17,18] despite the fact that the density of inhibitory synapses
is orders of magnitude less than that of excitatory synapses
[19]. This observation has raised speculations that inhibitory
‘noise’ may serve a function [18]. In this study, we report that
in adults visual experience specifically regulates inhibitory
‘noise’ (mIPSCs) without changing eIPSCs. In particular,
visual experience reversibly regulates the frequency of
mIPSCs, which is the only functional change in inhibitory
synaptic transmission reported so far in adults during an age
range previously referred to as the refractory period for plasticity [20]. Furthermore, we also found that non-genomic
actions of oestrogen specifically alter mIPSC frequency in
adult visual cortex, which suggests that this mechanism is a
convergent locus for controlling inhibition in the adult brain.
Theoretical analysis suggests that homeostatic regulation of
both inhibition and excitatory synaptic transmission is required
for maintaining both the mean and the variance of synaptic
inputs, which is critical for information coding [21]. We confirmed in silico and ex vivo that changes in eIPSCs affect the
temporal aspect of the neural code in feed-forward inhibitory
circuits, and a specific reduction in mIPSC frequency, together
with previously reported homeostatic adaptation of excitatory
synaptic transmission [17,22–24], is able to produce homeostasis of both the mean and the variance of input current without
affecting the temporal representation.
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The eIPSCs were measured from V1 L2/3 pyramidal cells in
response to stimulation through bipolar electrodes placed in L4
and L2/3. To isolate the eIPSCs component, 100 mM D,L-APV
and 10 mM NBQX were added to the bath solution. The cells were
held at 280 mV and eIPSCs were recorded with the same intracellular solution to that of mIPSCs. The interval of paired pulses was
100 ms, and the stimulus intensity for both L4 and L2/3 stimulation
was increased until maximal amplitude was obtained for each. To
recruit maximal eIPSC, both L4 and L2/3 inputs were stimulated
simultaneously. For measuring acute oestrogen effects, eIPSCs
(inter-stimulus interval ¼ 200 ms) were recorded before and after
10 min application of 50 nM 17-b oestradiol (E2, Sigma).

(f ) Modelling Fokker–Planck formalism
The responses of a population of neurons were calculated using
the Fokker – Planck equation. The Fokker – Planck equation works
under the assumption that individual synaptic inputs are weak
[27,28]. The equation and the details of this calculation are provided in the electronic supplementary material.

(g) Simulation of a feed-forward circuit using miniature
inhibitory and miniature excitatory postsynaptic
current data
Recordings of frequency and amplitude of miniature excitatory
postsynaptic current (mEPSC) and mIPSC from 15 NR and 16
DE visual cortical neurons were used to simulate input – output
functions. A third, hypothetical condition is also simulated, in
which the amplitude rather than the frequency of the mIPSC
changes (DEamp). The mIPSC parameters used for the simulation
were from the current study (P28 NR and the age-matched 7dDE
groups), while the mEPSC parameters were obtained from a separate set of experiments using P28 NR and 7dDE (from P21 to
P28) mice. The recording conditions for mEPSCs were identical
to our previous study [24]. All simulations were performed for
leaky integrate and fire neurons with leak membrane conductance of 10 nS and a difference between resting and threshold
membrane potential of 20 mV. To mimic an up-state, a constant
external current is injected which asymptotically brings the
membrane potential to 5 mV below threshold. Experimentally
measured parameters were used for the simulations. All simulations in the control condition had a capacitance of 114 pF,
time constant of the mEPSC decay of 2.83 ms and of mIPSC
decay of 5.96 ms, while for DE the capacitance was 108 pF,
time constant of mEPSC decay 2.74 ms and of mIPSC decay
5.96 ms. The average frequency and amplitude of mEPSCs and
mIPSCs for each simulated cell were identical to those recorded.
For the control NR condition, mEPSC frequency was 6.19 +
0.47 Hz, amplitude was 10.33 + 0.28 pA and mIPSC frequency
was 12.82 + 0.88 Hz, amplitude was 51.08 + 2.46 pA. For the
DE condition, the mEPSC frequency was 6.26 + 0.58 Hz,

(h) Playback of feed-forward simulation inputs
Whole-cell current-clamp recordings were done in L2/3 pyramidal neurons of NR mice using an internal solution for currentclamp recordings (the same as above). Excitatory and inhibitory
synaptic transmission were pharmacologically blocked by
adding 10 mM NBQX, 100 mM D,L-APV and 2.5 mM gabazine to
the ACSF. The inputs of the feed-forward simulation were converted to current traces and played back to each neuron. Each
neuron received 300 different input traces each simulating NR,
DE and DEamp conditions. Input current traces (100 ms each)
were played back in blocks of 10 on a depolarizing current
step to bring the membrane potential of the neuron to 5 mV
below an action potential threshold, which was determined at
the beginning of the experiment using a ramp current. A block
of NR traces were followed by DE and subsequently by DEamp,
and repeated until all 300 traces for each condition were played
back. Cells with input R  75 MV, series R  25 MV and
Vrest  260 mV were used for the study, and cells showing
greater than or equal to 15% drift in any of these parameters
during the course of the recording were not used.

(i) Statistical analysis
For multi-group comparisons, one-factor analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was used followed by Fisher’s PLSD post hoc test or
Newman–Keuls Multiple Comparison post hoc test to determine
which group differs from each other. To determine interaction
between two manipulations, a two-factor ANOVA was used. For
two-group comparisons, unpaired and paired Student’s t-tests
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(e) Whole-cell recording of evoked inhibitory
postsynaptic current

amplitude was 12.34 + 0.43 pA and mIPSC frequency was
6.55 + 0.37 Hz, amplitude was 52.3 + 2.31 pA. The amplitude
values of mEPSC and mIPSC were converted to conductance
values for running the simulations, though differences between
conductance and current based simulations were minimal. The
hypothetical DEamp condition had identical values to the DE condition except for in each neuron the mIPSC frequency was
doubled (13.1 + 0.74 Hz) and the amplitude halved (26.15 +
1.15 pA) to bring the mIPSC frequency in line with what is
observed in the NR condition while maintaining, for each cell,
total inhibitory current identical to the DE condition. To simulate
input – output curves, additional EPSCs (representing eEPSCs)
with amplitudes four times the recorded spontaneous mEPSC
were distributed as a Poisson process with frequencies ranging
from 0 to 6000 Hz. Each simulation was 0.1 s in length and
repeated 100 times. The simulations were performed in
MATLAB (MathWorks) using a fixed 0.1 ms time-step updating.
Besides simulations of isolated cells, a set of simulations
designed to mimic a feed-forward inhibitory circuit was performed.
For this, two populations (excitatory and inhibitory) of homogeneous neurons were simulated. These simulations have identical
parameters to those of individual cells, but in addition to all the previously described inputs for individual cells an additional
stereotypical inhibitory cell is simulated, designed to represent a
small population of inhibitory neurons receiving feed-forward
inputs identical to the excitatory neuron simulated and inhibiting
it. These cells receive external inputs with the same distribution as
the excitatory cell simulated; however, they will fire at higher rates
due to lower capacitance: 17.92 pF. Its intrinsic noise comes from
19 pA mEPSCs at 14.5 Hz (data from S.H.) and 42 pA mIPSCs at
19 Hz (data from [29]). Upon firing, the stereotypical inhibitory
cells produce eIPSCs in both the excitatory and inhibitory cells
with a delay of 4 ms and 15 ms decay time constant, and they consist
of a total of 10 release sites each with 0.3 release probabilities. For
eEPSCs, four times the mEPSC amplitude was used based on
approximate number of synaptic contacts between L4 and L2/3 pyramidal neurons [30]. These parameters result in a relatively balanced
excitation/inhibition. The source code is available upon request.

rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org

cells in V1 L2/3. Paired action potentials were induced by injecting
depolarized current pulses (1.2 nA for 2 ms, 100 ms interval) to PV
cells. Cells were not used for analysis if Vrest . 260 mV, series
resistance . 25 MV, or if any of these parameters changed by
15% during data acquisition. The internal solution for currentclamp recordings contains (in mM): 130 K-gluconate, 10 KCl, 10
HEPES, 0.2 EGTA, 4 Mg.ATP, 0.5 Na2.GTP and 10 Na2.phosphocreatine; for voltage-clamp recording (in mM): 120 CsCl,
8 NaCl, 2 EGTA, 10 HEPES, 5 QX-314, 4 Mg.ATP, 0.5 Na2.GTP
and 10 Na2. phosphocreatine. For both solutions, pH values
were adjusted to 7.2–7.4 and the osmolarity was 275–290 mOsm.
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Figure 1. Visual experience reversibly alters mIPSC frequency in adults. (a) Experimental design. 7dDE was initiated at P35. (b) (i) Example mIPSC traces; (ii) 7dDE
significantly decreased mIPSC frequency, which recovered with 7dL. (c) (i) average mIPSC traces; (ii) no change in average mIPSC amplitude across conditions;
(iii) comparison of mIPSC amplitude distribution across groups. Distribution of baseline noise is plotted for each group to show clear separation of mIPSC amplitude
from noise. The number of cells for each condition is indicated in each bar (b,c). *ANOVA, p , 0.05. For mIPSC parameters, see electronic supplementary material,
table S1, see also figure S1.
were used as appropriate. For comparison of cumulative probabilities, the Kolmogrov–Smirnov test was used; p , 0.05 was taken as
statistically significantly different.

3. Results
(a) Visual experience exclusively regulates miniature
inhibitory postsynaptic current frequency in adults
It has been proposed, based on findings from in vitro systems,
that the regulation of inhibition is essential for maintaining
network homeostasis [31–34]. However, several studies have
reported that inhibitory synaptic transmission in the visual
cortex is malleable only during an early critical period, which
ends around postnatal day 30–35 (P30–35) in the superficial
layer neurons [25,35–37] and even earlier in the granular layer
[38]. Following the critical period, visual cortical neurons exhibit
a refractory period for inhibitory synaptic plasticity in adult
rodents between P35 and P50 [20]. Therefore, we re-examined
the issue of sensory experience-dependent plasticity of inhibitory synaptic transmission in the adult visual cortex during
this refractory period. To do this, we visually deprived adult
mice by placing them in a darkroom for one week (initiated at
P35) following normal development with vision (figure 1a).
We recorded mIPSCs as inward currents from layer 2/3

(L2/3) pyramidal neurons of the visual cortex by using symmetrical Cl2 gradient and recording at a negative holding
potential. We found that a week of dark exposure (DE)
significantly decreased the frequency of mIPSCs compared
with normal reared (NR) controls in adults, and this gradually
reversed with a week of light re-exposure (figure 1b).
Experience-dependent regulation of mIPSC frequency was present at all ages examined (electronic supplementary material,
figure S1b), which suggests that this mechanism is present
throughout the critical period for ocular dominance plasticity
and well into adulthood, even during the previously reported
refractory period for inhibitory synaptic plasticity [20]. There
was no significant change in mIPSC amplitude in adults after
alterations in visual experience (figure 1c; electronic supplementary material, figure S1a). Neither was there a change in the
parameters of GABAA receptor (GABAA-R) function as
deduced from peak-scaled non-stationary fluctuation analysis
of mIPSCs (electronic supplementary material, figure S1c,d).
The only effect on the amplitude of mIPSCs was observed
when DE mice were re-exposed to light during the critical
period, which we recently reported as a novel form of rebound
potentiation of inhibition that depends on rapid transcription of
brain-derived neurotrophic factor [37]. Our data indicate that
the regulation of mIPSC amplitude and frequency can occur
independently of each other, and that visual experience
specifically controls mIPSC frequency in adults.
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Figure 2. Absence of changes in uIPSC parameters or maximal eIPSCs in adults following visual deprivation. (a) (i) Schematics of paired recording between PV-interneuron and pyramidal cell. Consistent with many prior published studies, we verified that GFP-positive neurons in G42 mice are indeed fast spiking. (ii) An example
current-clamp recording trace from a GFP-positive PV-interneuron upon 1-s depolarizing step current of 360 pA. (iii) Plot of action potential frequency evoked by 1-s
depolarizing step current pulses of increasing amplitude. (b) (i) Average traces of presynaptic action potentials and postsynaptic uIPSCs from all cells for NR (n ¼ 19
pairs) and DE (n ¼ 20 pairs). The presynaptic PV neuron was stimulated at a 100 ms interval to obtain the paired pulse ratio (PPR). (ii) Cumulative probability of
uIPSC amplitude comparison (Kolmogrov–Smirnov test: p ¼ 0.46). There was also no significant change in PPR (c), CV (d) or failure rate (NR ¼ 0.08 + 0.03,
DE ¼ 0.07 + 0.03) of uIPSCs (t-test, p . 0.6). (e) (i) Schematics of stimulating horizontal (H) and vertical (V) inhibitory inputs to a L2/3 pyramidal neuron; (ii) average
maximum evoked IPSC (eIPSC) when both H and V pathways were simultaneously stimulated; (iii) example eIPSC traces for stimulation of H and V inputs (responses taken
at 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of maximum intensity are superimposed), and the maximum eIPSC when the two inputs were stimulated together at their respective
maximum intensities (HþV). Two stimuli were given at a 100 ms interval for this experiment, but only the peak of the first response was analysed for comparison in the
bar graph. There was no significant difference in the PPR measured at 50% maximum intensities (ANOVA, p ¼ 0.33). The number of cell pairs or cells for each condition is
indicated in each bar (c–e). (See also electronic supplementary material, figures S2– S4.)

The standard interpretation of alterations in mIPSC frequency is that there is either a change in synapse number or
release probability, both of which would affect evoked inhibitory synaptic transmission. To examine this possibility,
we first performed dual whole-cell recording in L2/3 from a
pair of a synaptically connected parvalbumin (PV)-positive
interneuron and a postsynaptic pyramidal neuron (figure 2a).
We did not observe significant difference in the amplitude,
paired pulse ratio (PPR), coefficient of variance (CV) or the failure rate of evoked uIPSCs across conditions (figure 2b–d).
Similarly, we did not observe changes in presynaptic
parameters of uIPSCs, such as PPR and CV, when DE was
initiated during the critical period (electronic supplementary
material, figure S2), which suggests that mIPSC frequency
regulation is independent of presynaptic changes in eIPSCs
across ages. Although the majority of recorded mIPSCs
should reflect perisomatic synapses made by PV-positive neurons due to our rise time cut-off (see Material and methods) and
similarity in kinetics (electronic supplementary material, figure
S3), to rule out the possibility that the absence of changes in

uIPSC parameters was due to limiting the presynaptic cell
type, we simultaneously activated vertical (L4) and horizontal
(L2/3) inputs to L2/3 pyramidal neurons to record maximal
evoked IPSCs (eIPSCs). Again, there was no significant difference in the amplitude of maximal eIPSCs across NR and
DE groups (figure 2e). Neither was there a change in PPR of
eIPSCs measured at half maximum stimulation intensities,
which suggests that experience-dependent regulation of
mIPSC frequency occurred in the absence of changes in
many of the parameters of eIPSCs. Furthermore, one week of
DE initiated at P35 did not alter the density, size or intensity
of GAD65 puncta (electronic supplementary material,
figure S4), which suggests that DE at this age does not produce
morphological changes to inhibitory synapses. Collectively,
these results indicate that inhibitory synapses in the mature
cortex respond to changes in visual experience mainly via
reversibly controlling the frequency of mIPSCs. At present,
this is the only form of functional plasticity at inhibitory
synapses known to persist past the critical period and during
the subsequent refractory period for plasticity.
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Figure 3. Oestrogen decreases mIPSC frequency without altering eIPSC parameters. (a) Acute application of 17-b oestradiol (E2, 50 nM for 10 min) significantly
reduced mIPSC frequency in P42 NR mice, but not in mice with one week DE initiated at P35. (i) Comparison of averaged mIPSC frequency and (ii) example mIPSC
traces before and after E2 application. There was no significant change in mIPSC amplitude (NR before E2 ¼ 60 + 7.5 pA, NR after E2 ¼ 60 + 7.0 pA, paired
t-test: p ¼ 0.8). (b) The magnitude of change in mIPSC frequency with E2 (Dfreq. post-E2) correlated with the initial frequency in each neuron. Equation for the
linear fit and R 2-value are shown on the right. (c) Acute E2 did not alter eIPSC amplitude ( paired t-test: NR, p ¼ 0.3; DE, p ¼ 0.7) or PPR measured with 200 ms
ISI ( paired t-test: NR, p ¼ 0.1; DE, p ¼ 0.3). (i) Comparison of average eIPSC amplitude; (ii) change in PPR (DPPR) with E2, calculated as ((PPR after E2) – (PPR
before E2))/(PPR before E2); (iii) average eIPSC traces. (d) Acute application of agonist for ER-a (PPT, 200 nM), but not ER-b (DPN, 250 nM), reduced mIPSC
frequency. (i) Average frequency comparison. Average across cells are shown as bars and average for individual cells before and after E2 are shown overlapped
as grey circles connected with lines (a,c,d ). Number of cells in each group is shown inside each bar. *p , 0.001, paired t-test. (ii) Example traces.

(b) Oestrogen rapidly regulates miniature inhibitory
postsynaptic current frequency in adult visual cortex
Based on recent evidence that oestrogen is able to rapidly
modulate inhibitory synaptic transmission in rat hippocampus
via non-genomic actions [39], we examined whether oestrogen
may target the same mechanism of mIPSC frequency

regulation in the adult cortex by observing effects of acute oestrogen application on mIPSCs in L2/3 pyramidal neurons of
male mice. We found that acute application of 17-b oestradiol
(E2, 50 nM) for 10 min significantly reduced the frequency of
mIPSCs recorded in NR P42 adults (figure 3a). By contrast, in
one-week DE mice, which showed reduced mIPSC frequency
compared with NR controls, there was no further decrease
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Figure 4. DE-induced reduction in mIPSC frequency is reversed by ER-a antagonist. (a) Acute application of ER-a antagonist (MPP, 10 mM) reversed the effect of
DE on mIPSC frequency. (i) mIPSC frequency plotted for DE (DE Ctl: 8.7 + 0.89 Hz, n ¼ 9) and DEþMPP (14.2 + 1.42 Hz, n ¼ 22) conditions by incubation time.
MPP significantly increased mIPSC frequency (t-test: p , 0.005) in a rapid manner, and there was no correlation between length of MPP incubation and mIPSC
frequency (R2 ¼ 0.09986). (ii) Example mIPSC traces taken from a DE cell before and 12 min after MPP application. (b) Acute application of ER-a antagonist (MPP,
10 mM) did not alter mIPSC frequency in NR. (i) mIPSC frequency plotted for NR (NR Ctl: 12.3 + 0.84 Hz, n ¼ 24) and NRþMPP (12.3 + 0.99 Hz, n ¼ 14). The
slopes of the linear regression lines fitted to NR Ctl and NRþMPP datasets were not statistically different from each other ( p . 0.05). (ii) Example mIPSC traces.
(c) Comparison of average mIPSC frequency across groups. There was statistically significant interaction between the rearing conditions and drug treatment (two-way
ANOVA, p , 0.002). When comparing across groups, average mIPSC frequency of DE Ctl was statistically different (one-way ANOVA, p , 0.001; Newman – Keuls
post hoc test, *p , 0.05).
with acute E2 application (figure 3a). Acute E2 application did
not alter the amplitude of mIPSCs in either NR or DE groups.
Furthermore, the magnitude of mIPSC frequency decrease
following E2 application was larger for neurons showing
higher basal mIPSC frequency (figure 3b), which supports the
idea that DE occludes the effects of E2. Our observation that
prior DE occludes E2 effect suggests that acute oestrogen acts
on the same downstream mechanism as DE to reduce mIPSC frequency. The effect of acute oestrogen was specific to mIPSCs, as
we did not observe changes in the amplitude of eIPSCs from L4
to L2/3 pyramidal neurons before and after E2 application in NR
or DE groups (figure 3c). Neither was there a change in PPR of
eIPSCs after E2 application (figure 3c). These results suggest
that acute E2 selectively decreases mIPSC frequency without
affecting parameters of eIPSCs.
Oestrogen can exert rapid non-genomic action through
two main receptors, oestrogen receptors alpha (ER-a) and
beta (ER-b) [40]. Consistent with previous reports that ER-a
is closely tied to the regulation of inhibitory synaptic function
in rat hippocampus [39] and is located on presynaptic vesicles
[41], acute application of ER-a selective agonist PPT
(200 nM), but not ER-b agonist DPN (250 nM), for 10 min
mimicked E2 by significantly reducing mIPSC frequency in
P42 NR mice (figure 3d).
To test whether de novo oestrogen acting through ER-a
plays a role in mediating the effects of dark exposure, we
bath applied ER-a selective antagonist MPP (10 mM) to slices
taken from male mice (P42) after one week DE. Acute
application of MPP (10–55 min) reversed the effects of DE
and increased mIPSC average frequency to control levels
(figure 4a,c). The rapid effect of MPP (within 10–15 min) supports the idea that endogenous oestrogen exerts non-genomic
actions in DE visual cortex. By contrast, application of MPP
(10 mM) did not alter mIPSC frequency in age-matched male
NR mice across time, which remained similar to that seen in
control NR neurons recorded in vehicle solution (figure 4b,c).

Together these data indicate that oestrogen acutely acting
through ER-a is able to reduce mIPSC frequency during DE,
and suggest that oestrogen may preferentially act on vesicle
pools associated with spontaneous release rather than evoked
inhibitory transmission.

(c) Regulation of miniature inhibitory postsynaptic
current frequency allows noise homeostasis
in the context of a circuit
In addition to the alterations in mIPSC frequency that we
describe here, visual deprivation also increases the strength
of excitatory synapses [17,22,23,42,43]. In theory, the increase
in the strength of individual excitatory synapses combined
with reduction in input activity, due to visual deprivation,
on their own could allow preservation of mean input current.
However, potentiation of excitatory synaptic current will also
increase the variance of the inputs. Several neuronal coding
models assume that variance in responses, which is dependent on variance in the input, is an essential part of the
information code [21]. Hence, to preserve information
coding capabilities, it is crucial to preserve not only the
mean input current, but also the variance of synaptic
inputs. In order for homeostatic adaptation to preserve both
the mean current and its variance, we propose that it requires
plasticity at inhibitory synapses, in addition to the plasticity
at excitatory synapses, as described below.
To establish the consequences for simultaneously controlling EPSC amplitude and mIPSC frequency, we used the
Fokker– Planck equation to mathematically characterize the
responses of a population of leaky integrate and fire neurons
based on the mean and variance of the input currents. It represents a good approximation of neuronal dynamics if
synapses are weak [27,28]. For the neuronal coding to be preserved between NR and DE conditions, both the drift and the
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(d) Concomitant reduction in miniature inhibitory
postsynaptic current frequency with scaled up
mEPSCs better preserves the temporal profile
of neuronal firing in the context of a circuit
Regulating mIPSC frequency may confer additional benefits
by allowing selective control of action potential-independent
inhibition without affecting eIPSCs. By contrast, postsynaptic
regulation of GABAARs likely impacts both forms of inhibitory
synaptic transmission. To examine this, a 100-ms train of
evoked excitatory inputs was given to the feed-forward inhibitory circuit and the resulting postsynaptic spike frequency was
tabulated. Under control parameters (NR), postsynaptic spikes
showed an initial phasic increase in frequency followed by a
lower level tonic firing (figure 5b). This firing property is reminiscent of that observed in neurons of primary visual cortex
upon presentation of oriented light bars [45–47]. We found
that mIPSC frequency regulation (DE) preserves the temporal
profile of neuronal firing to a train of inputs similar to the
NR controls, while mIPSC amplitude regulation (DEamp)
does not because it increases the tonic firing rate (figure 5b).
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condition for decreasing the mIPSC amplitude (DEamp) we
ran simulations using a feed-forward inhibitory circuit
model (figure 5). As with the calculation of Fokker –Planck
equation, all of the parameters used to simulate the pyramidal neuron were derived from experimental measures (see
Material and methods for details). To simulate a feed-forward
inhibitory circuit, both the pyramidal neuron and an inhibitory neuron synapsing onto it received random Poisson
distributed mEPSCs, mIPSCs, and additional eEPSCs at
different frequencies (see Material and methods for details).
In addition, when the inputs summate to reach the action
potential threshold in the PV-interneuron, it triggered an
eIPSC in the postsynaptic pyramidal neuron with a delay.
Decreasing the mIPSC frequency, combined with DEinduced scaling up of mEPSC amplitude [17,22–24,42],
increased the input–output function of the simulated principal
neuron (figure 5a), which is predicted by homeostatic adaptation to inactivity [44]. The hypothetical DEamp condition
similarly increased the input–output function at lower input
activity, but more dramatically increased it at higher input
activity (figure 5a), indicating that regulating the mIPSC
frequency produces a milder change in the input–output function. By contrast, both DE and DEamp conditions produced
identical increases in the input–output function when simulated using an isolated neuron (electronic supplementary
material, figure S6), which suggests that it is only in the context
of a feed-forward inhibitory circuit that regulation of mIPSC
frequency versus mIPSC amplitude makes a difference to
neural activity. These results suggest that changing mIPSC
amplitude has a larger impact on the gain of the circuitry
than changes in mIPCS frequency. By contrast, we found that
specific regulation of mIPSC frequency is better at providing
noise homeostasis. In the same network model under the
same conditions, we compared the Fano factor of neural
responses, which is a measure of noise in postsynaptic spiking
patterns. Consistent with the idea of noise homeostasis, the
Fano factor of the DE group closely mirrored that of the NR
group, which was pretty constant across a large range of
inputs, while that of the DEamp group deviated the farthest
(electronic supplementary material, figure S7).

rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org

diffusion terms in the Fokker–Planck equation need to be
equal across the two conditions. The drift term corresponds
to the mean change in membrane potential caused by synaptic
inputs (i.e. averaged input strength across time), while the
diffusion term reflects the variance of the synaptic inputs
(i.e. variability of inputs across time). As the charge carried
by individual EPSCs increases following DE, a corresponding
drop (about 15%) in the input frequency is required to preserve
the total charge (see Material and methods for details). While
such a change can sufficiently keep the mean synaptic charge
(i.e. the drift) constant, it produces an increase in the variance
of the synaptic inputs (i.e. the diffusion) due to larger fluctuations in membrane potential resulting from increased EPSC
amplitude. Computationally, the variance of synaptic inputs
can be kept constant following DE by reducing inhibition
(see Material and methods). While controlling either mEPSCs
or mIPSCs affects both the mean and the variance of synaptic
inputs, there is a difference in relative contributions such that
mEPSCs contribute more to the regulation of the mean and
mIPSCs affect more the variance making their contributions
linearly separable. Thus, a coordinated change in mEPSCs
and mIPSCs is needed to maintain homeostasis of mean and
variance in order to preserve neural coding.
Using the Fokker– Planck equation, we determined that
regulation of inhibition is required to provide homeostasis
of the variance of synaptic inputs (i.e. diffusion) as detailed
below. All the parameters used in the calculation for NR
and DE conditions were derived from experimental measures
(see Material and methods). We also included a hypothetical
condition of decreasing mIPSC amplitude instead of mIPSC
frequency (DEamp condition) to determine whether regulation
of mIPSC frequency observed in our DE experiments has any
differential functional consequence than altering inhibition
via a postsynaptic mechanism. For DEamp calculations, all
the parameters were the same as in DE, but mIPSC amplitude
was decreased instead of mIPSC frequency to match the total
charge. In addition, eIPSC amplitude was proportionally
decreased in the DEamp condition, because postsynaptic regulation of GABAA receptors is predicted to change the
amplitude of both mIPSCs and eIPSCs as we observe in
juvenile mice [37] (electronic supplementary material, figure
S2). We first applied the Fokker –Planck calculation to a
single cell model. We observed that perfect homeostasis of
synaptic variance cannot be achieved when mEPSCs are
scaled up without concomitant downregulation of mIPSCs,
but both DE and DEamp conditions could do it (electronic
supplementary material, figure S5 for details). By contrast,
we found that selective regulation of mIPSC frequency is
needed if the evoked inhibitory input frequency is also
reduced in parallel to evoked excitatory inputs as is expected
with visual deprivation. When we run the Fokker –Planck
calculations using different inhibition levels (see the electronic supplementary material for details), we found that
the diffusion term is better preserved by decreasing the frequency of mIPSCs (DE condition) rather than by reducing
the amplitude of the mIPSCs (DEamp condition) (electronic
supplementary material, figure S5). Collectively, these results
suggest that control of inhibition is crucial to maintain
homeostasis of synaptic variance (i.e. drift), but selective
regulation of mIPSC frequency is critical in the context of a
circuit with evoked inhibition.
To further compare the functional consequences of changing the frequency of mIPSCs (DE) versus a hypothetical
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Figure 5. Regulation of mIPSC frequency in a local feed-forward inhibitory circuit preserves the temporal profile of neuronal responses while allowing homeostatic
regulation of input – output function. (a – c) Simulation of a local feed-forward inhibitory circuit. (a) Comparison of input – output function of principal neurons receiving
feed-forward excitation and inhibition with mEPSC and mIPSC parameters as measured for NR and DE groups. Data from P28 NR and 7dDE (from P21 to P28) were used for
the simulation. The mIPSC data are from the current study (see electronic supplementary material, table S1 for the values), while the mEPSC data are from a separate set of
experiments done using the same conditions. As reported previously, 7dDE significantly increased the average mEPSC amplitude without significant changes in mEPSC
frequency (see Material and methods for the values). The input – output function increased in the DE condition compared with NR, which was milder than the result
obtained with a hypothetical condition (DEamp), where mIPSC amplitude was decreased, instead of frequency, to reduce the total inhibitory current to the same level as
achieved by the reduction in mIPSC frequency seen under experimental conditions of the DE group. Inset shows the lower input range where both DE and DEamp show
similar input – output function. (b) Comparison of an example of neuron response properties to a train of inputs (e.g. activation of 5000 inputs at 1 Hz). Neurons in a feedforward circuit respond to a train of inputs by producing an initial high rate of phasic firing followed by a lower rate of tonic firing. The DE group produced similar response
properties as the NR, while the hypothetical DEamp group produced a higher tonic firing rate. The responses are normalized to the maximum firing rate. (c) Average
population responses: the difference in phasic and tonic firing to a train of inputs is quantified as maximum firing rate divided by the mean of tonic firing rate, and
is compared across different number of inputs. The ratio of peak to plateau firing rate of DEamp is different from NR and DE conditions when the external input is sufficiently
strong (e.g. more than 4000 inputs at 1 Hz). Thus the shape of the response signal is preserved by regulating mIPSC frequency as in DE, but is altered when inhibitory
synaptic transmission is regulated postsynaptically (DEamp). (d – g) Playback of simulation inputs to L2/3 pyramidal neurons of NR (n ¼ 14 cells). (d ) Example traces of the
playback current traces (I ) and the recorded postsynaptic responses (Vm). Spikes were detected using a threshold, and sorted into 10 ms bins to generate graphs shown in
(e – g). Each neuron received 300 different 100-ms duration inputs for NR, DE and DEamp conditions used for the simulation, which were delivered on top of a depolarizing
current step to mimic an up-state. (e) Normalized postsynaptic spiking frequency during the 100-ms stimulation epochs. DEamp stimulation resulted in a larger average
firing rate during the tonic plateau phase (during 20 – 100 ms bins) compared with NR or DE (ANOVA, p , 0.002). (f ) DEamp stimulation produced a significantly lower
ratio of max-to-mean firing rate (*ANOVA, p , 0.006). (g) The normalized firing rate for each 10 ms bin during the tonic phase of DEamp significantly deviated from
average NR values (*ANOVA, p , 0.002), which suggests less preservation of temporal firing profile (see also electronic supplementary material, figures S5– S8).
This was apparent at higher input frequencies, as shown with
the ratio of postsynaptic action potential frequency during
phasic (max) and tonic (mean) firing phases (figure 5c). Therefore, regulation of mIPSC frequency, rather than amplitude,
allows for independent control of inhibitory ‘noise’, hence providing homeostatic regulation of the input–output function of

the neurons without altering the temporal response properties
of action potential-evoked synaptic transmission.
To verify that the simulation results reflect physiological conditions, we played back the inputs used for the feed-forward
simulation to L2/3 pyramidal neurons of P42 NR mice after
pharmacologically blocking both excitatory and inhibitory
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Our results demonstrate that sensory experience controls the
frequency of action potential-independent inhibitory ‘noise’
without altering eIPSCs. In particular, changes in visual
experience selectively altered mIPSC frequency in adult
cortex during the refractory period for inhibitory synaptic
plasticity [20]. Consistent with the refractory period notion,
visual deprivation did not change eIPSCs or the density of
inhibitory synaptic terminals. Non-genomic actions of oestrogen via ER-a also specifically reduced mIPSC frequency in
adult visual cortex and DE occluded this effect, suggesting
that both use the same molecular mechanisms. Furthermore,
acute blockade of ER-a in visual cortex slices from DE mice
reversed the decrease in mIPSCs, which suggests that DEinduced reduction in mIPSC frequency is in part mediated
by acute effects of endogenous oestrogen. Therefore, specific
control of mIPSC frequency seems to be a common mechanism to homeostatically adapt inhibitory synaptic transmission
in adults during the refractory period. We propose that these
mechanisms, which exclusively target mIPSC frequency,
enable cortical circuits with feed-forward or feedback inhibition to achieve homeostatic adaptation to global changes
in input activity without compromising neural response
properties or probabilistic population codes.

(a) Visual experience-dependent homeostatic regulation
of miniature inhibitory postsynaptic currents
We found that changes in visual experience reversibly alter
mIPSC frequency even in mature cortex during the refractory
period for plasticity (figure 1; electronic supplementary
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4. Discussion

material, figure S1). The polarity of these changes is consistent
with homeostatic adaptation, such that lack of vision reduces
the overall tone of inhibition while restoring vision increases
it. L2/3 pyramidal neurons also homeostatically adjust their
excitatory synaptic gain with changes in visual experience,
which occurs predominantly by bidirectional regulation of the
amplitude of mEPSCs [17,22–24,42,43]. The coordinated
change in both mIPSC frequency and mEPSC amplitude
allows for homeostatic adaptation to changes in neural activity
levels by adjusting the input–output function of a neuron
(figure 5a and electronic supplementary material, figure S6).
The regulation of mEPSCs is postsynaptic in nature, which
involves changes in synaptic AMPAR content [22,43], and is
accompanied by alterations in the eEPSC properties [22,43].
Here we find that the regulation of inhibitory synapses is different in that it is rather specific to mIPSC frequency without
changes in the parameters of eIPSCs in the mature cortex. One
limitation of our interpretation is that we cannot completely
rule out the possibility that the mIPSC frequency changes we
observe here are due to changes in eIPSC parameters of other
subtypes of perisomatic inhibitory interneurons, such as cholecystokinin (CCK)-positive neurons. However, considering
that these are very small subpopulation of interneurons in
the visual cortex [50], we expect their contribution to be
quite limited.
The specific regulation of mIPSC frequency by visual experience contrasts in vitro studies using neuronal cultures showing
bidirectional regulation of both mIPSC amplitude and frequency
with pharmacological manipulations of neural activity [51,52].
In our studies, the amplitude regulation occurred only when
DE animals were re-exposed to light, and was restricted to an
early developmental period [37] (electronic supplementary
material, figures S1 and S2). The apparent discrepancy may be
due to several factors. Applying tetrodotoxin (TTX) to cultured
neurons is expected to block all activity, including spontaneous
action potentials. On the other hand, visual deprivation will
leave spontaneous firing and intracortical activity intact, but
only remove visually driven patterned activity. Also, in vitro
studies are done in relatively young cultured neurons, hence
they would be in the age range in which postsynaptic regulation
of GABAARs is possible [37] (electronic supplementary material,
figures S1 and S2). We recently reported that once the developmental switch in GABAAR properties occurs the receptors are
no longer regulated by neural activity [37] (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). At the age when postsynaptic
GABAARs are malleable, changes occurred through altering
the number of receptors rather than their conductance [37] (electronic supplementary material, figure S1c,d). This is also seen
from in vitro studies [51,52], suggesting that the main postsynaptic mode of inhibitory synapse regulation is via controlling
the number of GABAARs. Furthermore, the advantage of regulating mIPSC frequency is probably only relevant for mature
circuits, because there was no advantage of regulating mIPSC
frequency over mIPSC amplitude when GABAAR reversal
potential is depolarizing (electronic supplementary material,
figure S8), as found in immature neurons [48,49]. Our simulation
results also suggest that the specific regulation of mIPSC
frequency is probably only relevant for conserving neuronal
response properties in the context of a feed-forward (figure 5;
electronic supplementary material, figure S8a–d) or feedback
(electronic supplementary material, figure S8g,h) inhibitory
circuit with high input activity. Indeed, in single neuron simulations, both mIPSC amplitude and frequency regulation
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synaptic transmission. To each neuron we played back 300 input
current traces each from NR, DE and DEamp conditions using a
5000-Hz eEPSC frequency, which may reflect 5000 inputs active
at 1 Hz or fewer inputs at higher frequencies. To mimic the upstate used for the simulation, the cells were depolarized to
5 mV below spiking threshold during the input playback
(figure 5d). While the DE group responded similarly to NR, the
DEamp group showed a larger average tonic firing rate during
the 100-ms stimulation when normalized to the maximum
phasic rate (figure 5e), such that there was a significant decrease
in the ratio of phasic (max) to tonic (mean) firing rate
(figure 5f). Furthermore, the normalized firing rate of the
DEamp group significantly deviated from average NR values
during the tonic plateau phase while the DE group on average
did not (figure 5g). These data further support the idea that
specific manipulation of mIPSC frequency better preserves the
temporal profile of neuronal firing compared with alterations in
mIPSC amplitude.
To examine the robustness of our model, we used the
Fokker– Planck calculation to vary key parameters and network configuration. The basic conclusion that the DE
condition works better than the hypothetical DEamp condition
at preserving the temporal profile of neural firing was robust
across a physiological range of GABAAR reversal potentials
(ECl ) for mature neurons (less than 250 mV) [48,49] (electronic
supplementary material, figure S8a–f ). Changing the network
configuration to a feedback inhibitory circuit gave qualitatively similar results to those of a feed-forward inhibitory
circuit (electronic supplementary material, figure S8g,h).
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(b) Potential substrates for independent regulation
of miniature inhibitory postsynaptic currents

(c) Acute oestrogen selectively alters miniature
inhibitory postsynaptic current frequency
We found that oestrogen acting mainly on ER-a specifically
reduces mIPSC frequency without altering eIPSC parameters
in adult V1, which was occluded in DE mice. In addition,
acute application of ER-a antagonist readily reversed the effects
of DE. These effects were very rapidly induced with only a few
minutes of acute application of E2 or ER-a agonist/antagonist,
hence are likely mediated by non-genomic actions of oestrogen.
Recently, studies showed that oestrogen receptors are localized
on presynaptic vesicles and specifically, ER-a is associated with
GABAergic vesicles [41,56]. Acute E2 application has been
shown to depalmitoylate ER-a to dissociate it from presynaptic
vesicles [41]. Hence, this form of non-genomic action of E2 may
underlie the regulation of mIPSCs in adult V1. The rapid action
of E2 and ER-a agonist/antagonist is likely due to both the
lipophilic nature of these compounds, which allows them to
cross the membranes easily, and the fact that they may act
directly on oestrogen receptors present on presynaptic boutons

(d) Functional consequences of specifically regulating
miniature inhibitory postsynaptic currents
It is well documented that the maturation of eIPSCs is
experience-dependent [3]. Visual experience accelerates
development, but visual deprivation beyond the early developmental period does not reverse the increase in eIPSC amplitude
and release probability [25,35,36]. This is attributed to the
refractory period for eIPSC plasticity following the closure of
the critical period [20]. Our results are in line with these previous
findings, where one week of DE does not alter any of the uIPSC
or maximal eIPSC parameters measured in adults (figure 2).
Therefore, experience-dependent regulation of mIPSC frequency is so far the only mechanism engaged for adjusting
inhibitory tone in the mature cortex during the refractory
period. One of the main functions of inhibitory interneurons,
especially fast-spiking PV neurons, is to constrain the timing
of input locked to presynaptic action potentials [14,15].
Additionally, in sensory cortices, inhibition plays a critical role
in shaping neuronal receptive field properties [58]. Hence,
changes in eIPSCs in a mature circuit may disrupt proper
sensory processing. Our simulation results support this idea
(figure 5). By specifically regulating mIPSC release, homeostatic
control of overall neural activity may be achieved without compromising information processing, which may be especially
relevant during the refractory period for eIPSC plasticity [20].
In sum, our results reveal that inhibitory ‘noise’ is not likely
errors of the release machinery, but a critical substrate for
controlling network activity in the adult cortex.
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The selective regulation of mIPSC frequency, without changes
in presynaptic parameters of eIPSC, is in line with recent findings that mIPSCs and eIPSCs use distinct vesicle pools
[4–9,11,13]. Presynaptic neurotransmitter vesicles are known
to reside in discrete pools [53,54]: (i) a readily releasable pool
(RRP) that contains docked vesicles ready for release by an
action potential, (ii) a reserve pool that is recruited to RRP following extensive stimulation and (iii) a resting pool that does
not undergo release even with extensive stimulation. There is
evidence that spontaneous release draws specifically from the
resting pool, which may be distinct from the evoked release
pool [5,9], or have some degree of overlap with vesicles in
the evoked release pool [10,11]. Recent studies report that the
molecular release machinery for action potential-independent
release is distinct from that used for evoked release. For
example, VAMP7, a tetanus toxin insensitive v-SNARE, is preferentially targeted to the resting pool of vesicles [11]. There are
also vesicle proteins that specifically regulate mIPSCs independent of eIPSCs. One of these is synaptotagmin-12 (Syt12), a
member of the synaptotagmin family of synaptic vesicle proteins, which specifically increases mIPSC frequency without
changes in eIPSC parameters [13]. Doc2b, a vesicle-associated
soluble protein, has also been shown to be specifically involved
in maintaining mIPSC frequency [6,12] without effects on postsynaptic mIPSC parameters or eIPSCs [6]. These findings
provide potential molecular substrates through which
spontaneous inhibitory neurotransmission can be regulated
independent of eIPSCs. Whether and how these molecules
are regulated by experience is currently unknown. A recent
study showed that phosphorylation of complexin is required
for selective control of spontaneous release by activity at
the Drosophila neuromuscular junction [55], which indicates
that activity-dependent regulation of spontaneous release
machinery is possible.

[41,56]. Our observation of a rather specific regulation of mIPSC
frequency by E2 is different from what is reported in hippocampal neurons. In particular, E2 reduces eIPSCs in CA1 neurons
via mGluR1-dependent synthesis of endocannabinoids,
which act retrogradely on CB1 receptors to reduce action potential-dependent release of GABA [39]. This effect, however, was
specific to females, and not observed in males. Our results are
obtained from male mice, and E2 lacked any effect on eIPSCs
(figure 3). Therefore, we believe the action of E2 in adult V1 is
either distinct from that seen in the hippocampus or may exhibit
sex differences. While the majority of studies on oestrogen are
done in females, there is evidence that neurons in the male
brain can synthesize E2 from endogenous cholesterol [57].
Our data from adult male mice corroborate that DE may
increase endogenous E2 to acutely reduce mIPSC frequency
(figure 4). Hence, it is possible that experience-dependent regulation of mIPSCs may be mediated by local synthesis of E2
acting on ER-a present on presynaptic GABAergic vesicles in
the resting pool for specific spontaneous release.

rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org

produced identical changes in neuronal input–output function
(electronic supplementary material, figure S6) as well as
in their ability to preserve the variance of synaptic inputs
(electronic supplementary material, figure S5).
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